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Math-Aids.ComBe sure to show all your work and conclude with a sentence.

Word ProblemsWord Problems

1 ) There are 28 children in the classroom, each student will get 49 pencils.

How many pencils will the teacher have to give out ? _____________

2 ) There are 1200 students at a school. If each
classroom holds 30 students, how many classrooms are needed at the school? _____________

3 ) Tom found 49 seashells on the beach. he gave Sara 19 of

the seashells. How many seashells does he now have ? _____________

4 ) There are 7 calories in a candy bar. How many

calories are there in 3 candy bars ? _____________

5 ) There are 2 rulers in the drawer. Alyssa placed 9

 more rulers in the drawer. How many rulers are now there in total ? _____________

6 ) Sandy has 41 green balloons, she gave Melanie 34 of the balloons.

How many green balloons does she now have ? _____________

7 ) Jessica grew 5 cantaloupes. Sam grew 4 cantaloupes. How many

cantaloupes did they grow in total ? _____________

8 ) Sara has saved 34 quarters from washing cars. 

How many cents does Sara have ? _____________

9 ) Mary has 6 black balloons Alyssa has 9 black balloons.

How many black balloons do they have in total ? _____________

10 ) Nancy has saved 3400 cents from selling lemonade. 
How many dollars does Nancy have? _____________
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Math-Aids.ComBe sure to show all your work and conclude with a sentence.

Word ProblemsWord Problems

1 ) There are 28 children in the classroom, each student will get 49 pencils.

How many pencils will the teacher have to give out ? 1372 pencils_____________

2 ) There are 1200 students at a school. If each
classroom holds 30 students, how many classrooms are needed at the school?

40 classrooms
_____________

3 ) Tom found 49 seashells on the beach. he gave Sara 19 of

the seashells. How many seashells does he now have ? 30 seashells_____________

4 ) There are 7 calories in a candy bar. How many

calories are there in 3 candy bars ? 21 calories_____________

5 ) There are 2 rulers in the drawer. Alyssa placed 9

 more rulers in the drawer. How many rulers are now there in total ? 11 rulers_____________

6 ) Sandy has 41 green balloons, she gave Melanie 34 of the balloons.

How many green balloons does she now have ? 7 green balloons_____________

7 ) Jessica grew 5 cantaloupes. Sam grew 4 cantaloupes. How many

cantaloupes did they grow in total ? 9 cantaloupes_____________

8 ) Sara has saved 34 quarters from washing cars. 

How many cents does Sara have ? 850 cents_____________

9 ) Mary has 6 black balloons Alyssa has 9 black balloons.

How many black balloons do they have in total ? 15 black balloons_____________

10 ) Nancy has saved 3400 cents from selling lemonade. 
How many dollars does Nancy have?

34 dollars
_____________


